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The dangerous fiends on the highway

COWS ON
CORBOVILLE
HIGHWAY
By CHRIS CORNELL

CORBOVILLE,
Corboland.
(XYZ) – The Corboland Highway
Patrol says multiple cows blocked
southbound Highway near Corboville
Wednesday night.
Around 6:21 p.m., officials said
there were also multiple collisions
in the area of the Highway, near
Corbo’s, a local bar in the area.
Roughly 82 cows had to be
rounded up following a crash. The
CHP said they were still getting the
last of the cows to safety around 3
a.m.
Traffic started backing up on both
sides of the highway and drivers have
been redirected to Turtle View Drive.
By 5 a.m., the CHP said crews
had cleaned up the roadway.

"Holy cow, what a night!" the
CHP wrote on its twitter account.
CHP dispatchers said traffic was
closed at turtle Flat Road and westbound traffic was closed at Corbo
Road. The CHP dispatch log reported “wayward” cows in both directions of travel.

FIGHT STIRS UP
LOCAL BAR
By ANONYMOUS
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several CPD agents, one fortive jjf28 said at least one of the veeign
woman
and the bar’s staff. No
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CTV was reporting Wednesday
evening that over 5000 cattle were
out on the road but the information
turned out to be an exaggeration.
“Our officers are literally chasing cows through the roadway,” jjf28
said, adding that no injuries (of humans or cows) had been reported as
a result of the collisions.

SOLAR STORM
TO CAUSE
BLACKOUTS
By GUSTAVO CERATI

A DEVASTATING storm of solar
The closure came as a winter
storm bears down on Northern Cor- radiation that wreaks havoc on our
boland, causing travel delays and planet is inevitable, space scientists
have warned.
traffic jams throughout the region.
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The disaster-inducing event which
will hit us on january 5th threatens
to cause widespread blackouts and
knock out phone networks. Which
may cause our electronics to not be
able to communicate by any means,
for up to 10 days.
Our Sun regularly pumps out
bursts of highly charged particles,
also known as coronal mass ejections
(CMEs), though few are powerful
enough to disrupt life on Earth.
However, every 100 years or so,
a series of extremely powerful CMEs
known as a solar storm is released in
Earth’s direction.
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In a new report, researchers at the
Corbonia Geological Survey warn one
of the storms is inbound to hit us on
january 2nd and there’s no guarantee
we’ll spot it coming.
They examined an event now
known as the New Corboland Railroad Storm, which plunged large
parts of the northeastern Corbonia
into darkness in 1921.
The team said a repeat of its
devastating effects is an inevitability, likely causing blackouts and
widespread fires triggered by exploding powerlines.
"The severe space weather event
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of 1316 May 1921 produced some
spectacular technological impacts, in
some cases causing destructive fires,"
weather experts wrote in the report.
"It was characterised by extreme
solar and geomagnetic variations, and
spectacular aurora, recorded at many
locations around the world."
According to the report, several
gigantic CMEs bombarded Earth at
once in May 1921.
They juiced up Earth’s magnetic
field, which interacts with all the
electronics on our planet, causing
widespread destruction.

